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Luna Bar 

"Classic Decor & Drinks"

Named the Best Cocktail Bar in Germany by Playboy magazine, you can

be sure that a night out at Luna Bar will be filled with classy cocktails,

gorgeous girls and superior service This place is sure to please with its

vast selection of classic drinks and high level of service. Favorites include

the Rob Roy, the Gimlet, and the Dirty Martini.

 +49 69 8477 6572  www.luna-bar.de/  Stiftstraße 6, Frankfurt
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22nd Lounge & Bar 

"Luxurious Atmosphere"

22nd Lounge & Bar, located on the 22nd floor of the Eurotheum, soaring

way above the Alte Oper is definitely the place to go in the city of

Frankfurt. The laid-back atmosphere with an extraordinary view of

Mainhattan, accompanied by cool jazz and live entertainment, will make

your evening in pure luxury a delight. The lounge, which is located inside

the Innside Hotel, offers a large selection of cocktails as well as cigars that

you can enjoy on black leather arm chairs. You can also be sure to be

served in a professional manner.

 +49 69 21 0880  www.innside.com/de/22n

d-barlounge-frankfurt.html

 frankfurt@innside.com  Neue Mainzer Straße 66,

Innside Frankfurt Eurotheum,

Frankfurt

Dauth-Schneider 

"Traditional Frankfurt Tavern"

Apfelweinwirtschaft Dauth-Schneider is the place to go to meet Frankfurt

locals. The tavern is cozy and comfortable and the prices quite

reasonable, making it a great hang-out for teens. If you want to enjoy

Frankfurter specialties, try the grilled pork or sausages with sauerkraut

and bread. Accompany your meal with chilled beers and chat around with

the locals and make the most of the amicable ambiance. For large groups,

reservations need to be made in advance.

 +49 69 61 3533  www.dauth-schneider.de/  Neuer Wall 5-7, Frankfurt
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Zum Gemalten Haus 

"Traditional Hospitality and Local Fare"

Located in the heart of Sachsenhausen, the Zum Gemalten Haus is a

pretty restaurant and a great place to sit and chat with friends. You may

also get into conversation with the people at the next table, as that's the

kind of place this is: the home of traditional Sachsenhausen hospitality.

The menu is made up of local specialties, lots of thick soups, healthy

salads and a variety of different meats served with sauerkraut. The menu

also features a tempting variety of cheeses and a new dessert everyday.
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 +49 69 61 4559  www.zumgemaltenhaus.de/  Schweizer Strasse 67, Frankfurt
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Roomers Bar 

"Bar with Class"

A dash of sophistication with undertones of glamor make Roomers one of

the top nightlife destinations in Frankfurt. Here, drinking is a pricey affair

with handcrafted spirits and wines from around the world. Sensual and

dark interiors with the velvet banquets, edgy chandeliers and the sleek

polished bar make for an intimate venue to spend leisurely evenings. The

regular bar fare and stellar service are in place to complement your drinks.

Be prepared to be floored!

 +49 69 271 3420  www.roomers-

frankfurt.com/en/

 info@roomers.eu  Gutleutstraße 85, Roomers,

Frankfurt
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Apfelweinwirtschaft Wagner 

"Authentic Apple Wine"

The district of Sachsenhausen is known for its pubs specializing in

apfelwein, or apple wine. Apfelweinwirtschaft Wagner is one of these

typical establishments; rustic and cozy, selling apple wine by the pitcher.

The clientele consists of a mix of students, tourists and locals who come

here to guzzle down a few glasses, perhaps accompanied by a hearty

local dish. The outdoor courtyard is extremely pleasant, be it summer or

winter.

 +49 69 61 2565  www.apfelwein-

wagner.com/

 info@apfelwein-

wagner.com

 Schweizer Straße 71,

Frankfurt
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Harvey's 

"Crossover Cuisine"

With its baroque decor, high ceilings and ornate wooden and gilded

decorations, Harvey's is a joy to the eye as well as the palate, a perfect

combination of moderate prices, elegant decor and friendly service. A

wide selection of international breakfasts is served until late in the day,

while the evening menu contains some fascinating culinary concoctions.

Choose from an array of crunchy salads, mouthwatering desserts and

delicious local snacks. The cocktails are also highly recommended.

children's playing area engages children while adults savor the fine menu.

 +49 69 4800 4878  www.harveys-

ffm.de/start.html

 kontakt@harveys-ffm.de  Bornheimer Landstraße 64,

Frankfurt

Die Fabrik 

"Culture & Gastronomy in a Brick Factory"

This multi-story brick edifice that formerly produced mineral oils and

housed wine from Italy was converted to an art and social space in 2004.

A short walk away from Sachsenhausen’s Südbahnhof, Die Fabrik hosts a

rich musical program that runs the gamut from jazz and blues to Brazilian

percussion and Argentine tango. The attached gastropub offers up

deletable brunches and rustic dinners served up in the factory's vaulted

cellar.

 +49 69 6050 4429  www.die-fabrik-frankfurt.de/  Mittlerer Hasenpfad 5, Frankfurt
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Jimmy's 

"After-Dinner Cocktail Bar"

Jimmy's Bar housed in the very beautiful Hessischer Hof has been popular

for decades. Named after its founder, Jimmy's is a blend of an upscale

American bar and German hospitality. Guests have the choice of sitting at

the bar or in one of the cozy armchairs. Just relax and enjoy one of the

cocktails, long drinks or whatever you fancy. Several meat, fish and

vegetarian dishes are offered and they are just like the guests: exclusive

and well-presented. Live piano music and an impeccable service add to

the overall popularity of this place.

 +49 69 7 5400  www.hessischer-hof.de/en

/hotel-bar-frankfurt

 info@hessischer-hof.de  Friedrich-Ebert-Anlage 40,

Hotel Hessischer Hof,

Frankfurt
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Chaplin Bar & Lounge 

"A Comforting Space"

The cornerstone of Chaplin Bar & Lounge is comfort; you are invited to

come in and spend a few hours just relaxing with a vast array of libations

at your disposal. The fireplace quite literally adds to the aura of warmth,

and sitting before it with a glass of wine in hand is a feeling worth

experiencing. Whiskeys form the majority of the drinks list, and you have

over 60 varieties to choose from. Gin and cocktails make up the rest of the

menu, and a menu of snacks is also offered.

 +49 69 4844 3768  www.chaplinbar-

frankfurt.com/

 info@chaplin-bar.de  Berger Straße 247, Frankfurt
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